Tanja Vujinović & Zvonka Simčič
Plasma by Stigmata 
[ Corporate scent spectacle - Plasma Cabaret Oratorio – Cryo.Art Collection ] 
~ 
Eau de toilette, 50 ml, vaporisateur 
Eau de toilette, 100 ml, vaporisateur 
Tonic Relaxante, 450 ml, vaporisateur 
~ 
ORDER PLASMA™ AT http://www.i-i-i-i.org/plasma 
~ 
POUR FEMME 
The Plasma pour femme fragrance is a crisp blend of anaesthetics that is sure to awaken the senses. The heart note has a refined aromatic balance of Arabian incense, propanol and chlorinhexindindegluconate. Plasma is perfect for that special deep mourning moment. For incense. Very feminine. 
~ 
POUR HOMME
Launched by the design house of Stigmata in 2003, Plasma pour homme is classified as a refreshing, sterile, woody fragrance. This masculine scent possesses a blend of rich notes of cedar wood, disinfector and hydrogen peroxide. It is recommended for daily wear. It clearly reflects the sacrilegious and wounded attitude. An odour of sanctity. 
~ 
Plasma can also be used for precise skin disinfection because it destroys fungus, the Rota , Herpes, and Hepatitis B viruses, the cause of AIDS - HIV and bacteria including the TBC. 

~ 
Plasma by Stigmata is about the spectacular effects surrounding a product mediated through aggressive campaigns in order to bring about the imaginary pleasure of a consumer. It is about the branding of goods – the modus operandi of implanting new age ideologies of life styles and thinking matrixes into the aura of a product. New age euphoria seems to be the instant mixture of packages of traditional religion ready to function in new global scenarios. The treatment of fears by means of “older” religions now seems to be the task of branded goods with their implanted spiritualism. Through psychological coercion and constraints, commercials have become carriers of religious messages and "believers" in particular brands are becoming separate nations. 
Following the practice of companies hiring superstars to promote their goods, the celebrity who promotes our product is the enigmatic dark-haired beauty Hedy Lamarr, a movie star active before and after the Second World War. 
In addition to media campaigns and exhibitions, Plasma will be presented through a variety of programs resembling corporate presentations, with live acts featuring various vocal and dance artists, trained speakers and promotional projections. 
Through the promotional campaign and direct physical experience, this perfume offers not only metaphysical and transcendental uplift and entrance into the world of holiness, but it literally disinfects and cleans your body through the process of bacteria removal and leads you through an incense-like procedure since all the fragrances used in religious ceremonies are built into it. It instantly provides the user with hygiene and elevation of spirit and bacteria free air. 
Plasma also opens a discussion of the value and branding of the artifact. Plasma can be ordered on line ( http://www.i-i-i-i.org/plasma) and the price is ironically quite high for a cosmetic product. This is a handmade artifact that simulates the look of industrially made products. The idea of creating such a work of art and actions, despite repeating the method which it criticizes, should nevertheless implement communication noise in the standard channels between the product and the consumer. As praxis has revealed, the sudden superimposition of a message which is not instantly understandable breaks that chain for at least a short time. 
~ 
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